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1  Write the passive verbs in the correct tenses.

 The robber .................. by the police last week. ( find )

  The first fast food restaurants .................. in our city thirty years ago. ( open )

 I have two parrots. They .................. in the cage. ( keep )

 Persian .................. in Iran, Tajikistan and Afghanistan. ( speak )

 Jack's money .................. in the train. ( steal )

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2  My father might buy a new car if some more dollars .................. by the family. 
a) could save                 b) were saved                 c) had saved                 d) were saving

3  Choose the best answer.

1. You wouldn't like to invite my Dad, ..................
1) did you?          2) would you?            3) won't you?           4) don't you?

2. She recognized him at once, .................. ?

1) does she?       2) don't she               3) did she                 4) didn't she

3. I want to go for a hike, .................. I have to go to work today.

1) but                   2) yet                          3) or                           4) for
4. My brother loves animals. He just brought a puppy .................. a kitten home with him.

1) but                   2) or                           3) yet                          4) and

5. My dad always worked hard, .................. we could afford the things we wanted

1) for                    2) but                         3) so                           4) and

4  Find the synonyms or antonyms.

A B

1.  .................. . We need to increase the number of police officers on the streets.    a. countless

2.  .................. . She paused for a moment.     b. answer
3.  .................. . There weren't many people at the meeting.     c. boost

4.  .................. . The solution to last week's puzzle is on page 12.     d. distinguished

5.  .................. . Many famous people have stayed in the hotel.     e. start

شکل صحیح فعل داخل پرانتز را در جالی خالی بنویسید.  5
 The window ..................  by that boy yesterday. (break)

جملۀ زیر را با کلمه اي مناسب از دانش خود کامل کنید. (باتوجه به تعداد خط چین، حروف کلمۀ موردنظر را کامل کنید)  6
 A.When you get money quickly, it's sasy to spend it or lose it quickly as well.
B. You know that "Easy c - - - , easy go"
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7  Find the synonyms or antonyms of group A from the group B. (one extra in B)
A

1) author =

2) physician =

3) care for =

4) regretful ≠

5) kindness ≠

6) receive ≠

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

∙

B

A) doctor
B) generous
C) send
D) cruelty
E) welcoming
F) writer
G) look after

8  If the old man had his glasses, he  .................. the paper easily.

a) can read                   b) was reading                   c) could read                   d) read

جملات زیر را با کلمات ربط داده شده کامل کنید.  9
(and, or, but, so) 

Mr.s Tehrani likes fish,  .................. her grandmother hates it.

The woman washed the dishes, .................. her daughter dried them.

You can check this booklet, .................. you may see our website.

با هر گروه از کلمات زیر یک جمله بنویسید.  10

had gotten / was upset / because / a bad score / she / Roya / . /

the car / were at home / if / he / could fix / John / . /

11  Fill in the blanks with the given words. There is one extra word.

 organic – warned –  constantly  - consumed –  string  - spoil

We .................. vast quantities of food and drink that night.

 Sales of .................. food have increased dramatically in recent years.

 The direction of the wind is .................. changing.

 My mother always .................. me not to talk to strangers.

 The dessert will .................. if you don't keep it in the fridge.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

12  : Match the definitions of Column A to the terms in Column B.

 .................. . to request something, usually officially,

especially in writing or by sending in a form

a. client

 .................. . a customer or someone who receives services. b. delivery

 .................. .the act of taking goods, letters, parcels, etc. to

people's houses or places of work.

c.

cooperate

 .................. . to act or work together for a particular purpose.d. apply

 .................. . to produce heat, light, a smell, or a gas. e. give off

A B

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

با استفاده از کلمات داده شده، جملات زیر را کامل کنید. (یک کلمه اضافی است.)  13
(identify / shouted / diary / turbine) 

a) This wind .................. is able to generate a lot of electricity each day.
b) To choose the best dictionary, first .................. your needs.
c) When my mother saw my score, she .................. at me angrily.
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14  

با توجھ بھ تصاویر داده شده، جملات زیر را بخوانید و جملۀ مناسب برای ھر تصویر را انتخاب کنید. (یک کلمھ اضافی است)

 

 a. The new light bulbs consume less electricity.
b. The main sources of renewable energy are wind, water and sun.

c. I circled the dictionary entry for the word 'purpose'.

c. C is the symbol for carbon.

e. My little sister sits on my mother's lap all the time.

براي هرکدام از موضوعات زیر یک Topic sentence بنویسید.  15

جملات زیر در هم ریخته یک پاراگراف است. جملات را با دقت بخوانید و با توجه به اجزاي یک پاراگراف، جملات را مرتب کنید.  16
a) In short, communication can depend on technology.
 b) Most of these cell phone can help you have video calls.
 c) The new century has brought big changes in communication.
 d) But some people do not have such phones.
 e) because they are very expensive.
 f) Cell phones are important in these changes.

17  There are many languages in the world, some of which may seem harder to learn for second or

foreign learners. But which is the most difficult language to learn? well, it's not easy to reply because

there are many factors to discuss.

A native speaker of French, for example, will find English easier to learn than Chinese, because English
is very similar to French, while Chinese is very different. As a result, first Languages can affect learning

a second language. The greater the differences between the second language and the first, the harder

it will be to learn. Many people answer that Chinese is the hardest language to learn, possibly

influenced by the thought of learning the Chinese writing system. Besides, the pronunciation of

Chinese does appear to be very difficult for many foreign learners. However, for Japanese speakers,
who already use Chinese letters in their own language, learning writing will be less difficult than for

speakers of languages using the Roman alphabet.

Teachers and the conditions in which the language is learned also play an important role, as well as
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each learner's motivation for learning. If people learn a language because they need to use it for a

living, they often learn it faster than people who study a language that has no direct use in their day to

day life.

Why does a Japanese speaker find the Chinese writing system less difficult?

Which language is easier for French people to learn, English or Chinese? Why?

The reason behind learning a language can slow down or speed up learning.

a) True b) False

Being familiar with writing system of the second language makes it harder to learn.
a) True b) False

Hardness of learning a language can depend on .................. .

a) how different it is from one's mother tongue

b) whether it is French or English

c) whether you are learning Japanese or Chinese
d)how long it takes to master pronunciation

The word "it" in paragraph 2 line 4 refers to .................. .

a) learning first language

b) second language

c) difference of languages
d)Chinese language 

18  Read the following sentences and then choose the best answer.

One you find an entry, you can find the exact meaning of the word, its pronunciation, part of

speech, synonyms, antonyms, and probably its origin.

Which section of a dictionary does the above sentences is talking about?
1) guide words          2) collocation          3) definitions          4) pronunciation

What effects did sleeplessness have on Parviz? After 24 hours without sleep, Parviz started

having problem reading and watching T.V. The words and pictures were too blurry.

What is the closest meaning of blurry in the last sentence?

1) difficult to talk          2) difficult to see          3) easy to talk          4) easy to see

گزینه صحیح را انتخاب کنید.  19

 It began to rain after we .................. the building.

1) were left           2) have left          3) had left          4) leave

The traffic rules ..................  very carefuly by everyone.

a)must to obeyed                          b) should obey                        c) are obeying                     d) has been
obeyed

When you telephoned, I .................. my lunch.

1) have had          2) had had          3) did have          4) had

She .................. the rooms carefully before they arrived.
1) had cleaned          2) has cleaned          3) had been cleaned          4) had been cleaned
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The letter which .................. yesterday, will be posted tomorrow.

1) had written          2) has written          3) wrote          4) was written

A: Guess what we have for dinner!
B: A fish salad ................. for dinner by the cook.

a) may be made                            b) will make                      c) is making                   d) has made

I ..................  lunch before I went out.

a) am eating                        b) will eat                        c)had eaten                          d) eat

A:How can we have better streets?
B:The traffic rules  .................. by everyone.

a) may obey                           b)must be obeyed                    c)obeyed                         d)has obeyed

متن زیر را بخوانید و به سؤالات داده شدة هر قسمت پاسخ دهید.  20

It is very important for students to know how to use a dictionary because a dictionary gives the users a lot of

information. Here you can find some helpful tips to use a dictionary well.
Choose the Right Dictionary. There are many different types of dictionaries such as learner’s dictionaries, general

dictionaries and etc. Therefore, first identify your needs. Without choosing the right one you cannot meet your language

needs.
Read the Definitions. Once you find an entry, you can find the exact meaning of the word, its pronunciation, part of

speech, synonyms, antonyms, and probably its origin.
 Learn the Abbreviations. Different types of abbreviations are often used in the definitions for a word. This can be

confusing if you do not know what the abbreviations stand for.

According to the passage, there is only one type of good dictionary.     a) True       b) False

Dictionary users should know their needs.                                                a) True       b) False

You can find the exact meaning of a word when you find its ..................... .

a) learner’s dictionary            b) entry                    c) part of speech                 d) origin

If the user does not know what the abbreviations stand for, it will be .............. to understand it.

 a) confusing                           b) boring                  c) surprising                        d) easy
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